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Introduction 
 
From the earliest work on 3D virtual environments for modeling, simulation and 
visualization, the field has been characterized by the predominance of hand-built 
content. As the need to represent large datasets in 3D in such applications as visualizing 
wind-tunnel aerodynamics or geospatial imagery, databases began to be employed to 
assemble 3D scene graphs. In the mid-1990s as Internet-based social and gaming multi-
user 3D environments such as Alphaworld [1] began to propagate, the use of databases 
expanded to support the Lego-like placement of 3D objects as parts making up large 
scenes and databases were also employed in the managements of all user transactions. 
As with the increasingly database-driven World Wide Web, there was the beginning of a 
perceived convergence of IT and 3D [2]. Work in the early years of the VRML (now 
Web3D) Consortium on enabling databases to interact with 3D web-based content [3] 
led to proposals such as SQL3D [4]. Erick Von Schweber, SQL3D’s architect, wrote in 
1998 of the sometimes-difficult boundary between the database and the 3D scene 
graph: 
 

…with SQL3D the main point I was trying to make is that a clean an effective 
separation of concerns needs to be achieved, letting data management handle 
what it does best and the rendering engine do what it does best …we saw that 
the scene graph should become a local database, though a high performance 
one with very specific and optimized traversal paths, collaborating with other 
similar databases on other nodes on the network, forming a federation. [5]  

 
1. DigitalSpace and early database-driven virtual environments 
 



 
Figure 1: Virtual tradeshow space pieced together by database as part of the multi-user 
Avatars98 online event, November 1998. 
 
DigitalSpace, working with the Contact Consortium, achieved a modicum of this 
separation of concerns with the 1998-2003 experimental annual projects to construct 
virtual tradeshows within the Active Worlds multi-user 3D environment for the yearly 
“Avatars” cyber-conferences. This evolving application connected a database, a web-
server and a 3D virtual environment that permitted entrants to the cyber-conferences to 
design “virtual booths” assembled onto a navigate-able 3D tradeshow floor (figure 1 
above) and to create “virtual discussion rooms” (VDRs) (see figure 2 below) hosting live 
talks with dynamic presentation materials.  
 



 
Figure 2: virtual discussion room permitting users (forground) to chat with a speaker while 
witnessing a slide show operated by a database-driven “bot” (virtual headquarters project, 
March 1999). 
 
To generate these spaces, participants simply selected choices on a 2D web form and 
created the resulting database record that was then used to assemble, present and 
operate these spaces during the live, interactive event. While databases had long been 
used to generate 3D spaces, the use of a database to also generate and operate live 
interactive elements was possibly a new development for online virtual environments. In 
the case of the VDRs, the database interacted with “bots” (server-based agents), which 
were instructed to monitor chat, place presentation materials on surfaces and follow 
other instructions such as text messaging to all users the entire extended event space. 
 
2. NASA utilizes virtual environments in critical new roles satisfying 
training needs and managing mission complexity 
 
In just the past half-decade, NASA and its collaborators have made great progress 
toward the vision of effective human-machine augmentation. Computing architectures 
such as APEX [7,8] and Brahms [9-15] (see Figure 3 for a section of Brahms 
AgentViewer user interface below), in which support for multi-agent simulation with 
humans-in-the-loop has been developed. 
 



 
Figure 3: Interface view from 
Brahms AgentViewer 

Figure 4: STS-61, the 1993 
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) 
Repair mission team using VR 
training simulator 

Figure 5: Computer generated 
scene depicting the HST 
capture and EVA repair 
mission for mission planning 

 
 
NASA began to use virtual environments and tele-operations in the 1970s culminating in 
the extensive use of VR in crew training for 1993 STS-61 Hubble Repair mission (figures 
4,5)  [15,16]. The JSC VR Laboratory, projects at other NASA centers [17] and the 
ARC/JPL use of a virtual environment for the 1997 Pathfinder Mars mission [18] 
suggested that synthetic environments would become key tools in all aspects of future 
missions. 
 

 
Figure 6: Robonaut in tests 
at JSC, June 2003 

Figure 7: PSA exterior 
instrumentation 

Figure 8: 3D exterior reconstruction 
from Intelligent Virtual Station 

 
Recently the SimStation and Intelligent Virtual Station (figure 8) at ARC [19,20] and the 
use of VR and virtual worlds in projects to assist with the development of robotic agents 
including PSA (figure 7) at ARC [21,22,23], DART and Robonaut (figure 6) at the 
Dexterous Robotics Laboratory at JSC [24,25] has brought virtual environments to the 
forefront as a design tool to create flight-ready robotic hardware. 
 
Elsewhere, industry, government and university laboratories have developed virtual 
environments for training and design/test, including Transom Jack [26], Steve from USC 
[27], environments for submersibles and navy operations at the MOVES Institute at the 
Naval Postgraduate School [28,29] and many more projects too numerous to list here. 
 
3. DigitalSpace and NASA partnering to develop database-driven virtual 
environments 
 



Starting in 1999, DigitalSpace began to use its earlier experience in developing 
database-assembled, agent-driven virtual environments to work with the Brahms team at 
NASA Ames Research Center. A series of funded projects beginning in 2000 allowed 
the combined team to develop the BrahmsVE (Brahms with Virtual Environment), which 
combines the discrete multi-agent Java-based Brahms [9-15] with DigitalSpace’s 
OWorld multi-threaded scene graph architecture and Adobe’s Atmosphere [30-32] 3D 
web-based browser plug-in. A complete synopsis of the BrahmsVE development is 
available in [36].  
 
To provide insights into how a database can drive both the assembly and operation of a 
virtual environment, we will detail the architecture, experience and challenges 
surrounding the implementation of two BrahmsVE applications being developed in 
collaboration with NASA Ames: SimHab and SimStation Online. We hope that this initial 
experiential framework can, over time, evolve into a body of practice in this new field 
within the 3D modeling and simulation industry. 
 
4. BrahmsVE Architecture 
 
Before we examine the details of the SimHab and SimStation Online projects, let us 
present a brief overview of the BrahmsVE architecture. 
 
A virtual environment by itself is of little use without a powerful back-end architecture 
that can represent the complexity of human-machine systems. For over a decade, teams 
at NYNEX, the Institute for Research on Learning and now, at Agent iSolutions, working 
with NASA Ames and RIACS, have been developing Brahms, an intelligent multi-agent 
environment used for modeling, simulating and analyzing work practice. Brahms is a 
data driven (forward chaining) discrete event environment usable for simulation 
purposes as well as for agent-based software solutions requiring the use of intelligent 
agents. From Brahms documentation: 
 

Brahms allows us to model the work activities of each type of role, and each 
individual (or artifact) playing that role in an organization. The focus of a Brahms 
model is on the context of work, meaning, how does the work really happen. One 
of the essential requirements for Brahms is that we can model collaboration and 
coordination between people working on one task, as well as that people can 
work on more than one task at a time, and are interrupted and able to resume 
their activities where they left off. 

 
Prior to the partnership with DigitalSpace, Brahms models could only be viewed in 
execution using a timeline bar chart-style interface (figure 3). It was determined that 
Brahms could become a much more effective tool if it were to include interface that 
allowed realistic reconstruction and interaction with 3D scenes representing the real 
world people and systems being modeled. 
 
Three years of development described above have resulted in the following architecture 
connecting Brahms with Digital Space’s OWorld platform, the Adobe Atmosphere 3D 
web browser component and many additional subsystems (see figures 9,10). The 
combined environment allows researchers to assemble and operate networked 
simulations within a standard web browser on ordinary consumer personal computers 
with no special equipment. The entire BrahmsVE package is therefore easier and much 



lower cost to operate, develop models for and to introduce into geographically separated 
teams. 
 

 
Figure 9: BrahmsVE client-server architecture 
 
 

 



Figure 10: Current high level process architecture for BrahmsVE/OWorld platform 
 
BrahmsVE is constructed out of lightweight web-deployable components. The 
Atmosphere 3D web-based player component is used in conjunction with OWorld, 
DigitalSpace’s platform for driving multi-threaded simulations in a 3D space supporting 
two-way communications with two servers: 
 

1. Brahms, running server-side, is generating the initial setup of the 3D simulation 
and thereby executing agents with “beliefs” to take actions that are mirrored in 
the virtual environment and 

2. The DigitalSpace BrahmsVE server, a MySQL/PHP based server which supplies 
web page delivery, configures the initial state of the simulation, builds the scene 
graph from existing 3D components and scripted animations, and then operates 
as the synchronization and reporting mechanism during server operations 

 
The DigitalSpace BrahmsVE server has a key role in reporting information and 
exceptions back to Brahms such that Brahms agents receive “real world” input from the 
3D environment. Some of this real world information includes collisions, which are 
reported when geometric volumes intersect in the 3D Atmosphere scene. Atmosphere 
uses the built-in Havok physics engine to report collisions to OWorld, which 
communicates these events via PHP to MySQL and the MySQL database then updates 
a table available to Brahms, thereby reporting this exception. Brahms may then alter its 
action frames or generate new frames to deal with the exception and then restart or 
continue the simulation. Throughout this entire process a system clock is employed to 
synchronize the activities within the scene graph and across multiple browser views. 
 
A true marriage of the database and the scene graph 
 
Figure 9 details the communications mechanism between clients and servers while 
figure 10 provides a sketch of the OWorld and Atmosphere client components. A number 
of databases are employed including MySQL on the server, Brahms’ own database 
which tracks agents, geography and activities, and a series of embedded simple 
databases are executing on the client side to manage “settables” and “detectables” 
(initialization and reporting instructions) and libraries of geometric data including 
animation scripts and wayfinding pathways.  
 
Thus, BrahmsVE is a true marriage of databases and scene graph, with an evolved 
separation of concerns in the spirit enunciated by Von Schweber in the introduction to 
this paper. 
 
5. BrahmsVE /SimHab and other early BrahmsVE applications 
 
BrahmsVE is the result of several years of intense work among the Brahms teams at 
RIACS, NASA, and DigitalSpace beginning with an STTR in 2000 [30], continuing with 
work to model EVA and day to day operations aboard the FMARS/Haughton-Mars 
Project analog habitats (figures 11,12) [31] and leading to a specification for the OWorld 
and Brahms interfaces [32]. In 2002 Digital Space completed several “day in the life” 
scenarios aboard FMARS in the project called SimHab (figure 13) [33] as well as a 
concept project for Geoff Briggs at ARC and MER outreach (figure 14) for presentation 
at JPL [34]. Finally in 2003, BrahmsVE was developed further to support simulation of 



PSA aboard ISS (figure 15) [35] and an extensive water tank filling simulation for 
FMARS (figures 16-18). 
 
2000-2001 (for STTR and RIACS) 

  
Figure 11: Modeling of virtual environment for 
the HMP/FMARS habitat, rover and astronaut 
from first BrahmsVE feasibility project 

Figure 12: Scenario of the Bill Clancey 
agent astronaut enacting a complex 
animation sequence inside the virtual 
FMARS habitat 

 
2002 (for RIACS) 

  
Fig 13: Planning meeting simulation from 2002 
BrahmsVE project to model a day in the life of the 
FMARS analogue Mars habitat (SimHab) 

Figure 14: MER rover modeled for JPL concept 
presentation 

 
2003 (for SBIR and RIACS) 

 
Figure 15: Modeling PSA inside ISS 
engaging in a tool location and 
reporting exercise, utilizing a laser Figure 16: 

 
Figure 17: New 

 
Figure 18: Water 



pointer Figure from 
water tank 
scenario 

exterior FMARS 
view 

pump station 

 
Sources used to create SimHab and other early BrahmsVE applications 
 
Many sources were employed to assemble and operate the 3D scene graphs for 
BrahmsVE/SimHab and other applications: 
 

• Brahms Models developed in the Brahms development environment and 
AgentViewer 

• Still images of FMARS and MDRS crew activities 
• Documents detailing the layout of FMARS, MDRS, ISS/PSA and MER 
• Video from FMARS showing astronauts in routine activities (this was our primary 

source for the “day in the life” series) 
• Written notes detailing crew activities (logs) 
• Rendered computer graphics for concepts of the PSA in flight aboard ISS 

 
Future development of BrahmsVE/SimHab 
 
Development of the SimHab application through FY2005 will concentrate on the delivery 
of a fully tested two-way synchronous interface between the scene graph and Brahms 
such that Brahms agents will be rendered with a real-time synchronized clock in the 3D 
scene graph. Therefore, a robot or human agent moving through steps in the Brahms 
model will have a synchronized view in the 3D scene. This 3D representation will be 
subject to exceptions, such as collisions, which will be reported back to Brahms in real-
time, permitting a modification of the subsequent Brahms actions (such as an astronaut 
stepping around an obstruction). By the conclusion of the project, the full BrahmsVE 
environment will be packaged and delivered as an end-user product for use throughout 
NASA, other government agencies and commercial enterprises. 
 
6. BrahmsVE as applied to the SimStation Online application 
 
In our second experience case study, we will examine the recently undertaken 
SimStation Online project, being performed in collaboration with the SimStation team at 
Ames for customers at NASA’s Johnson Space Center. 
 
Short term goals of the SimStation Online project 
 
The immediate goals of the SimStation Online (SSO) project [37] are to supplement the 
current SimStation efforts at Ames and Johnson Space Center with an online rendition of 
the 3D component structure of current and future configurations of the International 
Space Station (ISS).  The SSO application interface is presented within a web interface 
using the Adobe Atmosphere player, and DigitalSpace OWorld framework and can be 
shared and synchronized via SQL database with a group to permit collaboration. A key 
element of SSO is that by selecting a 3D component in the scene graph a database call 
is initiated that brings up documents, database queries, close-out photographs 
(photographs of components taken just before launch), video and notations.  
 
Therefore, in a group setting, users can select a component, bring up common 
documents, associate new documents, images, and video notations and store these 



associations with a particularly 3D ISS configuration. Future goals for SSO include 
visualizations of the assembly sequences, EVA (extra vehicular activity) procedures and 
computational capabilities such as estimates of the length of cabling and inventories of 
parts. 
 

 
Figure 19: Current view of SimStation Online showing 3D rendering and Constructor 
 
Current state of SimStation Online development 
 
SSO development is in its early phases with support of an SBIR Phase I contract which 
completes in June of 2004. Figure 19 above is a screen capture of the SSO application 
running within the Internet Explorer browser. The 3D window displays a rendition of a 
fully assembled ISS future configuration (15A) while the “Constructor” window shows a 
view into the graph database model for the assembly of that configuration. In this 
application 550 components including major modules and trusses, shuttle orbiter, re-
supply vehicles, solar panels and small items such as handrails have been assembled 
by SQL queries driven by an XML-based schema and served by HTTP to the web-
browser running the OWorld framework and Adobe Atmosphere player. At the time of 
the writing of this paper, the ability to attach documents, close-out photography, video or 
notations to each component was being implemented. 
 



Sources used to create and operate the SimStation Online models 
 
SimStation Online is a new project but employing similar modeling sources used for 
several years on the SimHab project, with a few additional inputs. The model shown in 
figure 19 was created from: 

• Provided DirectX and VRML models of ISS exterior, shuttle, suits and parts (from 
Boeing and JSC) 

• XML descriptions of ISS configurations 
• Documents and web-site data detailing the currently deployed ISS and future 

configurations. 
 
Future work on SSO will derive 3D modeling data and activities from the following 
sources: 

• Video from ISS, NASA’s JSC Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory and other sources 
• Still photos from NASA training, contractors, and close-out photography  
• Written EVA checklists and procedural guides to operations 
• Brahms models of human/systems activities surrounding ISS simulation 

scenarios. 
 
Architecture of SimStation Online 
 
SimStation Online is built on the BrahmsVE architecture described in the section on 
SimHab above. SSO has required us to make several important extensions to 
BrahmsVE including: 
 
1. Full assembly of a 3D virtual environment component-by-component using a MySQL 
database driven by PHP commands from a web component. This web component, 
known as the OWorld Information Broker (OWIB) is able to assemble any configuration 
of a virtual ISS model drawing its sources from arbitrary we locations of locally from a file 
store or distributable storage medium such as CD or DVD. Figure 20 below illustrates 
the content assembly architecture for SSO. A variety of protocols are used to set up and 
operate layers of interfaces including a database-driven web site with various levels of 
user access, and web-embedded BrahmsVE applications for the virtual environment 
itself. 
 



 
Figure 20: Content architecture for SimStation Online 
 
2. Also utilizing the OWIB, we are employing an extended variety of communications 
protocols to enable communications with Brahms, Atmosphere, and Talkspace, a voice 
over IP technology developed by DigitalSpace. Talkspace will facilitate the triggered 
playback of voice loops commonly heard as part of EVA and ISS assembly operations. 
Figure 21 below details this communications architecture. 
 



 
Figure 21: Communications architecture for SimStation Online 
 
Future Goals for SSO 
 
An example application of SSO for collaborative mission planning follows. This was 
paraphrased from SimStation team interviews at NASA’s Johnson Space Center carried 
out by Tom Cochrane: 
 

The future addition of the Node 2 component to the ISS will be a complex 
operation, involving the lifting of Node 2 to orbit, docking of the shuttle, the lifting 
of Node 2 from the shuttle cargo bay and affixing to the US Laboratory module. 
After this, the shuttle must undock from Node 1, the adapter for Node 1 must be 
removed, then Node 2 must be detatched from the US Lab, moved and attached 
to Node 1. The final step is that the docking adapter must be attached to Node 2 
to allow re-docking of the shuttle. 

 
We hope that continued support for SSO development would permit us to provide a 
detailed 3D simulation of the above operation, which could be shared via the web with 
the engineering team and for use in astronaut refresher training. One key element of this 
operation is that the geometry of the modules and interface adapters must be well 
known as each step involves cabling (temporary and permanent) between modules. If at 
any step the cabling is of insufficient length, this could lead to serious problems during 
the operation. We would hope that SSO would augment SimStation, the Neutral 
Buoyancy Laboratory and the other visualization and training systems in use at JSC and 
NASA to permit safe completion of such complex on-orbit operations. 
 



Other areas that will need to be addressed in the future for SSO include: 
1. Connection of the platform with other efforts a NASA and elsewhere. 
2. Assessment of the platform: training effectiveness evaluation, knowledge capture through 

sensored objects and activities, comparison of simulation versus on-orbit operations. 
 
SimStation Online and databases 
 
Experience in developing SimStation Online provides yet more justification why 
databases are integral to the creation of useful applications that employ 3D scene 
graphs. Effectively acting a 3D interface for access to and sharing of web-based and 
database-sourced documentation, SSO is an example of a 3D virtual environment acting 
as an exotic database search and updating interface. 
 
Conclusions 
 
In the case of both SimHab and SimStation Online, development is in a very early stage 
with focus on enabling and validating platform capabilities. The viability of both 
applications and their underlying architecture in supporting real mission goals has yet to 
be tested. Well-established methods from previous virtual environment simulation 
platforms have been used and close consultation with the end customers of the 
applications has been made a priority. Within a few years we hope that this synergy of 
databases, agents, 3D virtual environments, and collaborative web delivery will provide 
NASA and other end-users a capable platform to meet design, training and public 
outreach missions.  
 
Current and future work on SimHab and SimStation Online is available at [31-37]. 
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